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Abstract 

Every woman has individual rights and she can live with dignified identity and enjoy life like her 
man. But at the same time, she should not set herself as a bad example. She should not cross the 
limits of the boundaries of moral values. Just because she has individual rights to pursue her 
choices of life, she should not enter into either premarital or extra-marital relationship with a man 
of her liking. She can use her rights to pursue her education she likes and gets into a profession 
she loves most. She can also marry the man she wants with the permission of her parents. She can 
also use her rights to remain single and lead her life without violating the established cultural 
norms. If a woman leads a single life, she should not indulge in sexual relationships and consider it 
as her personal affair. If she does, her act is treated as a disgrace to the society. If a single woman 
becomes a teacher, she should be exemplary in her character for her girl students to follow as 
their role model. Being educated, she should be well-versed with her family cultural habits. She 
should also know the ways of the world. She should identify both the hypocrites and the honest n 
men and women with whom she moves and acts accordingly. As a contemporary playwright and 
social realist, Vijay Tendulkar has depicted how women trespass the ethical norms and get 
themselves exposed. He highlights the treatment of women by men and society. A woman whether 
educated or not is not allowed to enjoy her individual rights for her personal interests. If she 
violates the cultural norms in her innocence, she is exploited for the misuse of her rights to lead a 
immoral life of her own. This is the focal point of Vijay Tendulkar’s Silence! The Court is in Session.  
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Introduction: 
Indian women from the stage of their childhood till they reach their old age remain quite 

innocent of their individual rights. Hence, they are not able to assert their equality on par with 
men in their ways of living. The fault of the condition of women lies only in their brought up as per 
the age-old thoughts and attitudes of patriarchy and religion. Modern women try to change 
according to the new trend of the modern life but men never change to accept the changing 
attitudes of their women.  Moreover, women have equal rights to enjoy life like their men but 
being innocent, they are not aware of their rights. They silently accept all unpleasantness that 
happens to them, thinking that they have been created only to act as the subordinates of men. In 
their ways of living, they fail to realize the fact that “Ignorance is death, [and] knowledge is life. 
Life is of very little value, if it is a life [being lived] in the dark, groping through ignorance and 
misery” (Vivekananda, Secret of Work 50).  
 All men irrespective of their social status and religious faith in Indian society are very much 
reluctant to give equal rights to women. But they never realize the eternal truth that women are 
indispensable to their happy life and the growth of their future posterity. Women being thus 
subjugated do not have any chances to know their rights. They continue to grope in innocence and 
remain unaware of their importance to men and individual rights as well. Moreover, they cannot 
thrive without their men either as their fathers or as their husbands. Their parents cannot also 
keep their unmarried daughters with them and look after their livelihood forever. They feel that if 
they fail in their parental duty, they cannot have the place in the heavenly abode of God after their 
death. Hence, they take steps to get their daughters married as early as possible. 

It is a universal practice that as and when women reach their marriageable age, they have 
to marry the men their parents choose and go and live with them as their wives cum subordinates. 
They cannot express their individual feelings whether they like their men or not and whether their  
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marriage is good or bad for them and their relationship. They simply accept what comes to them 
without any traces of protest or resistance. This is what Menander, the Greek dramatist, has also 
confirmed some two or three centuries ago. According to him, “Marriage, if one will face the truth, 
is an evil, but [it is] a necessary evil” (qtd. in Morley, Good and Bad of Marriage 22). Married 
women remain innocent, accepting the fact that their marital life is nothing but the suppression of 
their feelings, independence and individuality.   
 Men always raise their fault finding fingers at their women for anything and everything. 
They mete out all types of discriminatory tactics to them and in all possible ways. In doing so, they 
ignore the inherent virtues of their women and thereby they hide their own weaknesses as if they 
were above board. In their presence and being with them as daughters, wives and friends, women 
are like Claudio’s Hero, the heroine of Shakespeare’s Much Ado about Nothing. They do not 
question any chauvinistic attitudes of their men. They also wait silently for their time to come so 
that they can expose hypocrisy and incredulous nature of their men. In this article, the writer has 
critically highlighted the subjugation of Leela Benare, the woman protagonist of Vijay Tendulkar’s 
one-act play Silence! The Court is in Session. Her trust in her fellow armature artists cum friends is 
betrayed as she becomes the target of their subjugation because of her innocent belief that all 
those men and women with whom she moves are good at heart. Her exploitation is also due to her 
trespassing moral limits to assert her individual rights. 
Analysis: 
 Leela Benare is a spinster and she is working as a teacher. She is one of the amateur artists 
of a dramatic troupe “The Sonar Moti Tenement Progressive Association (SMTPA).” All the artists 
except Leela Benare and Mrs Kashikar are men. They are from different background but they all 
enjoy equal professional status in the society. They are all very friendly in their behaviour to one 
another. Men amateur artists are Prof. Damle a married man, Mr. Kashikar a social worker, 
Sukhatme a lawyer, Ponkshe a clerk in the Central Telegraph Office, Karnik a real stage artist, and 
Balu Rokde the adopted son of the Kashikars. They stage social dramas to create awareness in the 
minds of the villagers about some important social issues confronting them.   

Leela Benare remains unmarried because of bitter experiences in her life. She has been 
sexually subjugated by her maternal uncle when she has been hardly fourteen. She has been too 
innocent to consider her uncle’s sexual relationship with her as a sin. She has not brought it to the 
knowledge of her parents either. She has also expressed her desire to marry her uncle but her 
parents have been against it. Their opposition has come as a blessing in disguise to her uncle and 
so he has escaped from marriage after having enjoyed sex with her. Having been innocent of her 
uncle’s intention, she has to accept her lot as a victim of his sexual abuse: 

I was in love with my mother’s brother. But in our strict house, in the prime of my 
unfolding youth, he was the one who was close to me. He praised my bloom every day. He 
gave me love . . . Why, I was hardly fourteen! I did not even know what sin was . . . I insisted 
on marriage. So I could live my beautiful, lovely dreams openly. Like anyone else! But all of 
them- my mother too-were against it. And my brave man turned tail and ran (3. 117).  

 As an independent individual working as a teacher, she has developed illegal intimacy with  
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Prof. Damle. She has also enjoyed sexual relationship happily with him. Being a woman, she should 
not have shared another woman’s husband for satisfying her sexual urge but she has done it 
innocently thinking that it is her individual and private affair and others have no right to interfere 
in her personal life. The moment the Professor comes to know of her pregnancy, he gives up his 
relationship in order to keep his name and marital status unspoiled in the society. However, Leela 
Benare has not aborted her illegal unborn child. But everyone in her dramatic troupe is aware of 
her affair with the Professor and her pregnancy but all keep it to themselves without talking about 
it in public. They have also secretly planned to expose the personal life of Leela Benare during a 
rehearsal of a court scene within the four walls of a room.   

In her innocence, she considers all men in her dramatic group including Mrs. Kashikar as 
understanding friends She does not entertain any suspicion in their behind the scene activities. 
During the rehearsal of the court scene, she is made to act purposely as an accused against her 
wishes in the mock trial of the court proceedings. She does not have any iota of doubt about their 
intention too. Neither does she realize that her personal life is going to be exposed in the form of 
enacting the rehearsal of mock trial. Thinking that she is the one playing her part like others, she is 
standing in the accused box and facing Mr. Kashikar who is acting as a Presiding Judge.  

The mock trial begins when the Presiding Judge spells out the guilt of Leela Benare by 
reading.”Prisoner Miss. Benare, under section No. 302 of the Indian Penal Code, you have been 
accused of the crime of infanticide. Are you guilty or not guilty of the aforementioned crime?” 
(2.75). She takes the accusation for the sake and so she addresses the Presiding Judge saying that 
she is not guilty of infanticide: 

I don’t like your word at all! Infanticide… Infanticide! Why don’t you accuse me [of 
infanticide] instead of [accusing me of] snatching public property….I plead not guilty. I 
couldn’t even kill a common cockroach. I’m sacred to do it. How could I kill a new born 
baby? (SCS 2.78-79) 

Without realizing the fact that the linen of her personal life is washed in public, she answers that 
leading an independent life of her own is her right and none here has any right to poke their nose 
into her personal life as long as it does not affect the society and her career as a teacher.  
 Leela Benare still remains innocent without realizing the seriousness of the guilt with 
which she is accused of. The Judge does not give any chance for her to defend herself. He states 
that whether she is accused or not, the trial court finds her guilty of infanticide. She fails to know 
the real motive behind the accusation. She is too innocent to understand that her sexual 
relationship with Prof. Damle and the consequent pregnancy is being targeted in the form of the 
trial in the rehearsal. All joining together use the rehearsal to defame her as a disgrace to society 
for her affair with another married man. She never doubts that everyone in the troupe knows inns 
and outs of her relationship with Prof. Damle. She thinks that she only knows everything and it is 
still a secret between the Professor and her. She also feels that all are playing their respective 
parts in the trial scene. Her innocence does the undoing act on her modesty. 
 Sukhatme acting as the Prosecution lawyer refuses to accept the pleading of Leela Benare 
that she is not guilty. He argues against her saying: 
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The charge against the accused is the most terrible one. Motherhood is a sacred thing. But 
as a mother, the accused has committed an infanticide. She should have protected and 
preserved her little one but she has aborted unborn child which is a symbol of her joy she 
has enjoyed with the Professor. Her act is the most devilish thing on earth. I intend to 
establish by means of evidence that the accused has done this vile deed. (2.79-80) 
Sukhatme calls the witnesses one after another to prove that Leela Benare has killed the 

child even before it is born. The witnesses also recount her first sexual relationship with her 
maternal uncle and her failure to marry him. Leela Benare is now quite conscious that the trial is 
not a rehearsal but premeditated one to pin her down as guilty of infanticide for being a woman of 
independence and individuality. When Leela Benare finds all the witnesses turning hostile and 
revealing her personal life as a spinster, she becomes emotionally disturbed, loses control of her 
emotions and shouts at every one present there saying, “You’ve all deliberately ganged up against 
me! You have plotted against me.” (2.93). However, nobody cares about her shouting. Feeling 
satisfied with the testimony of all the witnesses, the Judge delivers his judgment saying that Leela 
Benare is guilty and she is a disgrace to society as a teacher: 

You have conducted yourself above your station. The court expresses its indignation at 
your presumptuousness . . . the court has not an iota of doubt  about it [immoral act]. 
Neither you nor anyone else ever does anything like this again. No memento of your sin 
should remain for future generations. Therefore, this court hereby sentences that you shall 
live. But the child in your womb shall be destroyed. (3. 119) 
Motherliness in Miss. Benare rises to the occasion and voices its concern greatly against the 

annihilation of the child in its womb itself. It makes Leela Benare come out with truth that she is 
carrying an illegal child of the Professor and she will not allow it to be terminated.  
 Leela Benare, after her personal life is completely exposed, she collapses with sobs and 
there is a total silence in the hall. Unpleasant and discriminatory happenings to women in the 
society can never be undone till women remains innocent and ignorant of the ways of the world. 
Newton Raja in his thesis has correctly pointed out the attitudes of patriarchy to women: 

The change of attitudes in the mentality of men will only augur well for women lest the 
present scenario discriminating women in all fronts and in all  forms in the society should 
continue to exist unabated. Seeing the happenings to women at the hands of patriarchy in 
society gives a strong message that every law protecting woman is only for the sake. It is 
not for implementation and the severe punishment of the exploiters. (67) 

Conclusion: 
Indian Women of today face umpteenth number of problems. They are not safe both inside 

and outside their homes and working places. They are forced to terminate fetus if their unborn 
babies are female ones. They remain unmarried due to the heavy demand of the dowry from them. 
Even if they are married, they are discriminated and abused verbally in the houses of their in-laws. 
They are exploited sexually if they are found alone at home or in the society. Their earthly life does 
not give them protection they want. All the rights protecting women become useless because only 
men have to implement them for the safety of women. 
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Every woman should be peaceful at heart and if her heart is peaceful, the whole world will 
turn to be peaceful. Hence, woman at home should not be taken for granted and subjugated. She 
must be made to realize her rights to live independently and enjoy individuality and equality. If a 
man drives away peace from the heart of his woman through exploitation, oppression and 
suppression, he deprives the home and the world of their peace. This is what Lao-tsc, the Chinese 
Philosopher of 6th Century BC has said: 

If there is to be peace in the world, there must be peace in the nations. If there is to be 
peace in the nations, there must be peace in the cities. If there is to be peace in the cities, 
there must be peace between neighbors. If there is to be peace between neighbors, there 
must be peace in the home. If there is to be peace in the home, there must be peace in the 
heart [of women]. (qtd. in Laszlo and Currivan 102) 

Hence, every woman should be treated with equality, respect, love, cordiality, happiness and 
understanding. Her exploitation at home will lead to the chaotic environment in the society, nation 
and the world. However, every woman should know her limits in suing her rights. If a man goes 
wrong, it does not become the talk of the town but if a woman goes wrong, the entire society rises 
against her. No artists in her group find fault with Prof. Damle though he is a party to Leela 
Benare’s way of her life because, he is a man. It is only Leela Benare who is singled out for attack 
for being a woman. 
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